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WHEN.Y* IS A P'-SPACE 

MARY ANNE SWARDSON AND PAUL J. SZEPTYCKI 

ABSTRACT. In [7,3.1 ] the authors show that if a space X is realcompact and locally 
compact, then X* is a P'-space. In this paper we show that the hypothesis of realcom-
pactness can be weakened. We also look at other conditions on X that are sufficient to 
guarantee that X* is a P'-space. 

0. Introduction. A space X is a P'-space if every zero-set oOf has non-empty inte
rior in X or, equivalently, if every zero-set is regular closed mX. In [7,3.1] Fine and Gill-
man show that if a spaceXis locally compact and realcompact, then j3X—X is aP'-space. 
We show that the hypothesis thatXis realcompact can be reduced. We introduce the class 
of /7-realcompact spaces, a class that lies strictly between the orealcompact spaces and 
the nearly realcompact spaces. We then show that locally compact/^-realcompact spaces 
have growths that are P'-spaces. 

Along the way to producing this result, we introduce some local conditions on a zero-
set of a locally compact nearly realcompact space X that are necessary and sufficient to 
guarantee that the zero-set of its extension will trace to a set with empty interior in.Y*. 

1. Definitions and Preliminaries. There are a number of lines along which real-
compactness has been generalized in the literature. By a "line" we mean a sequence of 
properties of a space, each weaker than its predecessor. One of these lines is an "isocom-
pactness" line that characterizes spaces by which of their closed subsets are compact. 
The line we are mainly interested in concerns the structure of /3X — X. The properties in 
this line generalize the characterization of realcompactness described in Proposition 1.0 
below. It is in this line that we find the property that guarantees (in the presence of local 
compactness) that (3X — X is a P'-space. We will also be concerned with the "isocom-
pactness line" and will discuss where the two lines intersect. Thus we need the following 
definitions and preliminary results. 

Since we are concerned with the structure of the growth of a space X, that is, with 
X*(= (3X—X), we will naturally assume that all our spaces are Tychonoff. As usual, we 
denote the collection of all real-valued continuous (resp. bounded continuous) functions 
on a spaceXby C(X) (resp. C*(X)\ A zero-set Z of Xis a set of the form Z(f) = f~{0} 
where/ G C(X). A cozero-set is the complement of a zero-set. A z-ultrafilter on X is a 
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maximal filter in the collection of zero-sets of X. We denote the natural numbers by N 
and the non-negative integers by u. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of both the Stone-Cech 
compactification (3X and the Hewitt realcompactification vX of a Tychonoflf space X as 
described in [8]. In particular we think of points of /?Xas z-ultrafilters on X and points 
of vXas z-ultrafilters on X with the countable intersection property (and thus a space X 
is realcompact if and only if every z-ultrafilter with the countable intersection property 
converges). We will often use the following well known characterization of points in 
pX-vX. 

PROPOSITION 1.0. A point p in (3X is in (3X - vX if and only if there is g G C{f3X) 
with g(p) = 0 and g > 0 on X. 

Subsets^ and B of X are completely separated in X if there i s / G C(X) with/~*(/4) C 
{0} and/~^(i?) C {1}. Completely separated subsets of Xhave disjoint closures in J3X. 
A subset A C X is well embedded in X if A is completely separated in X from every 
disjoint zero-set of X. It is well known that zero-sets of X are well embedded in X. A 
set A CX is relatively pseudocompact (resp. strongly relatively pseudocompact) in X if 
every function in C(X) (resp. for every cozero-set neighborhood P of A, every function 
in C(P)) is bounded on A. A space X is isocompact (resp. strongly isocompact) (resp. 
hyperisocompact) if every countably compact (resp. every strongly relatively pseudo-
compact) (resp. every relatively pseudocompact) closed subset of Xis compact. Clearly 
hyperisocompact implies strongly isocompact implies isocompact. 

Unfortunately there is some confusion in the literature about these terms. The term 
"strongly isocompact" was used in [1] to mean "hyperisocompact". The terminology 
used here follows [3]. 

2. /^-realcompact spaces. We begin with the definition of some of the properties in 
the "structure of /3X-X" line. 

A spaceXis c-realcompact (see [9]) if for every/? G X*9 there is a decreasing sequence 
(An:n G a;) of regular closed subsets of f3X with/? G f]neu;An while Clneui^n H I ) = 0. 
X is nearly realcompact (see [2]) if (3X — vX is dense in (3X—X. Finally we define X to 
be p-realcompact if every zero-set of j5X that meets X* meets (3X — vX. 

We have the following implications already available. The first implication is an easy 
consequence of Proposition 1.0 and the second is due to Blair and van Douwen and is 
proved in [11,14.3]. 

PROPOSITION 2.0. Realcompact spaces are c-realcompact, and c-realcompact 
spaces are nearly realcompact. 

We show next where /?-realcompactness fits into this scheme, but first we need the 
following facts from elsewhere. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1 [2,1.4]. If G is open in X, then the following are equivalent. 
(1) G is relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(2) If {Fn : n G u) is a decreasing sequence of regular closed subsets of X with 

FnHG^ $foralln E LJ, then Ç\n£uFn ± 0. 

We use the following two propositions often. The proof of the first is trivial and the 
proof of the second can be found in [3]. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. For allf G C(X), ifZ(f) c vX, then cl^Z(/) = Z(f\ 

PROPOSITION 2.3 [3,2.6]. If A is a subspace of the space X, then the following are 
equivalent. 

(1) A is relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(2) c\pXA C vX 

PROPOSITION 2.4. c-realcompact spaces are p-realcompact and p-realcompact 
spaces are nearly realcompact. 

PROOF. The second implication is trivial. We prove the first. Let X be a 
c-realcompact space and let/: f3X —-* [0,1] with/? G Z(f) (IX*. There is a decreasing se
quence (A„ : n Eu) of regular closed sets in (3X with p G C\neujAn and f)neuJ(AnnX) = 0. 
Assume that Z(f) C vX. Then by Proposition 2.2, cl^(Z(/) HX) = Z(f). 

For all « G N, let 
Bn = (iny^OOTXO, l/n)HX. 

We will show that Bn ^ 0 for all « G N. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is N G 
N with BN = 0. Now for all n > N9f~[0, l/n) H i n t ^ „ H X) ^ 0, and so by our 
assumption, 0 ^ int^4w (lX)nf~[091 jn) C Z{f) for all n > N. Thus we have, for all 
n>N,A„n mtx(Z(f)nx) ^ 0. Now by Proposition 2.3, intx(Z(f) H i ) is relatively 
pseudocompact in X and so by Proposition 2.1, 0 ^ Ç]n>N(An H I ) C Ç\n^iAn H I ) , a 
contradiction. We conclude that Bn^% for all n G N. 

We define, recursively, sequences (Yn : n G N) of zero-sets of X, (Pn : n G N) of 
cozero-sets ofX, (q„ : n G N) C X, (rn : n G N) and (s„ : n G N) C R, satisfying: 

(1) 0 < sn+i < rn < sn < j±j for all n G N; and 
(2) qneYnC Pn Cf-(rn,sn) H mtxA„ for all n G N. 
Let so = \. Assume now that n G N and that for ally < « the sequences have been 

constructed and that sn has been defined. There is k G N with \ < m i n ^ , ^ } . Pick 
qn G Bk. Then 0 <f{qn) < min{s„, ^ } . Pick rn with 0 < rn <f(qn). Finally pick a 
zero-set neighborhood Yn and a cozero-set neighborhood Pn ofqn such that 

Yn C P„ C / ~ ( r w , ^ ) n i n t ^ „ . 

Now pick sn+\ < min{r„, -—^} with 0 < sn+\. This completes the recursion. 
Let Zn = U/>« Jy f° r all « G N and note that Zn is a zero-set ofX Let q be az-ultrafilter 

onXcontaining {Zw : n G N}. Since f)neN Zn C P U E U X ^ ^ O = 0, ? G pX-vX. Clearly 
y*(g) = 0. This contradiction completes the proof. 

We denote the extension of the function/ G C*(X) to (3XbyfP. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5 [3,2.7]. If A is a subspace ofX, then the following are equivalent. 
(1) A is strongly relatively pseudocompact in X. 
(2) A is relatively pseudocompact and well embedded in X. 

Obviously every relatively pseudocompact zero-set is strongly relatively pseudocom
pact. We denote the extension of the function/ G C*(X) to f3X by fP. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. If every relatively pseudocompact zero-set ofX is compact, then 
X is p-realcompact. Hence strongly isocompact spaces are p-realcompact. 

PROOF. Let Z(f&) be a zero-set of (3X and suppose that Z(fP) c vX. By Proposi
tion 2.2, cl&yZ(/) = Z(fP) and so by Proposition 2.3 Z(f) is relatively pseudocompact 
and hence compact. Therefore Z(f&) DX* = 0. 

COROLLARY 2.7. Topologically complete spaces are p-realcompact. 

PROOF. Topologically complete spaces are hyperisocompact (see [5,3.1 ]). 

EXAMPLES 2.8. The following examples show that p-realcompact spaces need not 
be orealcompact and that nearly realcompact spaces need not be/7-realcompact. 

(1) A nearly realcompact space that is not/7-realcompact. LetX = Q x u\ where 
Q is the set of rationals. By [2,1.11], X is nearly realcompact. Xis not /7-realcompact 
since the set {0} x u\ (= Z(f) where/((jc, a)) = \x\) is a non-compact zero-set of Xbut 
Z(f?) = {0}x[0,u;l]CvX. 

(2) A /7-realcompact space that is neither orealcompact nor isocompact. 
Let T be the Tychonoff Plank ([0, ux ] x [0, a;]) - {(LJI, a;)} and let A = {JC£ : a, /3 E 

6Ji}. Let Y = TUA. We topologize 7by isolating all points of A, giving all points of T 
that do not lie on the top edge of T their usual neighborhoods in T and letting points of 
the top edge of T have their usual neighborhoods in T together with sequences from A 
that converge to each point of the neighborhood. That is, a basic neighborhood of (a, uS) 
will be of the form t/U {xj :1 > /3 and (6, u) G U} where U is a usual neighborhood in 
Tmd(3 £u>i. 

Note that if Z is a non-compact zero-set of Y, then \ZHA \ > u. Every countable subset 
of A is clopen and so no infinite subset of A is relatively pseudocompact in Y. Thus if Z 
is a non-compact zero-set of Y then Z is not relatively pseudocompact. We conclude, by 
Proposition 2.6, that Y is p-realcompact. 

To see that Y is not orealcompact, we note first that T is C-embedded in Y and so 
p = (LJ\ , J) G vT C vY. But ifp G Ç\neujAn where each^4w is regular closed in (3Y, then 

Finally, the top edge of T witnesses that Y is not isocompact. 
(3) A orealcompact space Xthat is not isocompact. 
Let X be the Tychonoff plank T with a copy of (0,1) = Gn inserted between (u\,n) 

and (u\,n + \) for each n e u. That is, we identify the 0 of the n-th copy of [0,1] with 
(u)\, n) and the 1 of [0,1] with {LJ\ , n +1 ). Every point of X* is in Ç]neu} c\px(\Jj>n Gj)an(* 
so X'\s orealcompact. Clearly Xis not isocompact. (This example appears in [2,1.15].) 
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We remark that p-realcompactness does not have nice hereditary properties. In Ex
ample (3) Tis a regular closed C-embedded zero-set of a/7-realcompact space that is not 
jp-realcompact. 

We give next a couple of sufficient conditions for a space to be /?-realcompact. We 
use the notation 

Ex(U) = f3X-c\px(X-U) 

for open subsets U of X. 

PROPOSITION 2.9. If every point in vX — X has neighborhoods of the form 
{Ex(Uy>w Pj) : n G UJ} where {Pn : n E LU} is a discrete sequence of non-empty open 
sets of a space X, then X is p-realcompact. 

PROOF. Let Z = Z(f) be a zero-set of f3X with p G X* n Z. We may assume that 
p G vX—X and sop has neighborhoods as in the hypothesis. Recursively pick xjn G Pjn H 
f~[0, l/«)foreach« G N.NowD={jcyB : n G N } is a closed discrete C-embedded subset 
oOf and so D is not relatively pseudocompact in X. By Proposition 2.3 c l ^ D 2 yX, but 
any point in cl&r Z) — vX is in Z — vX. 

A map/ :X —> Y is hyper-real iffP~*(j3X — vX) C (3Y — vY. Hyper-real maps were 
introduced by Blair and are maps that carry realcompactness forward and pseudocom-
pactness backward. Maps that are fiber countably compact and that carry zero-sets to 
closed sets (e.g. perfect maps) are hyper-real (see [13, 17.17, 17.19]). Not surprisingly 
hyper-real maps preserve/7-realcompactness. 

PROPOSITION 2.10. IfX is p-realcompact andf.X —> Y is a hyper-real surjective 
map, then Y is p-realcompact. 

PROOF. Let Z be a zero-set of f3Y that meets Y*. Then W = f^~(Z) is a zero-set 
of/3JTthat meets X*9 and so there is a point;? G W — vX. Since/ is hyper-real, then, 
f(p) ef*-*(W) -vXGZ-vX. 

The next proposition shows that /?-realcompact non-compact spaces have growths 
with rich structure. 

PROPOSITION 2.11. IfX is p-realcompact and ifZ is a zero-set off3X that meets X", 
then X* HZ contains a copy o//?N — N and hence has cardinality > 2C. 

PROOF. This essentially follows from [8,9.5]. 

The question of whether the set-theoretic hypothesis MA + -i CH implies that every 
perfectly normal space is realcompact is still open as far as the authors know. It was a 
long-time conjecture of Blair that the question has an affirmative answer. (See [1] for a 
discussion of this question.) Of course, the question easily reduces to whether MA+-> CH 
implies that perfectly normal spaces are orealcompact and so the following proposition 
is of some interest. 
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PROPOSITION 2.12 (MA +-> CH). Every perfectly normal space is hyperisocompact, 
hence p-realcompact 

PROOF. This an easy consequence of Weiss's theorem in [14] that MA + -> CH im
plies that every perfect countably compact space is compact. 

3. P'-spaces. Before showing that locally compact /?-realcompact spaces have 
growths that are P'-spaces, we need the following lemma. The proof given here is essen
tially that of [7,3.1]. 

LEMMA 3.0. IfX is locally compact, then every non-empty zero-set offiX that misses 
Xhas non-empty interior in X*. 

PROOF. Let Z = Z(fP) be a non-empty zero-set of J5X that misses X. Assume/ > 0 
o n l . We can construct, recursively, sequences (xn : n G J) and {f^(rn9sn) : n G u) 
such that xn G f~(rn,sn) C / ^ ( 0 , \jn) and/(xw) \ 0. Then for all n, we can pick a 
zero-set Z„, a cozero-set Pn, and a compact set Kn with 

xnCZnCPnC Kn Cf^(rn,sn). 

Let P = \JneuPn. P is a cozero-set ofX We claim that 0 ^ Ex(P) HX* C Z(f). 
To show that 0 ^ Ex(P) H X*9 let q be a limit point of {*„ : n G a;} in /3X Since 

# € dpxUneuZn, and Uneven is a zero-set ofXdisjoint froml-P, # G Ex(F) DX*. 
Now let/? G Ex(P) HX* and suppose/9^) = e > 0. There is k E u; with ^ < e. 
Then/7 £ c l ^ U ^ / ^ O * * , ^ ) and sop £ c l ^ L U * ^ - But LU*** i s compact and so 
P £ cWJ«Ga;^«» contradicting that/? G Ex(F). We conclude that/7 G Z(f&). 

To see that local compactness is necessary in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.0 we note 
(as did Fine and Gillman) that every zero-set of ^Q that misses Q has empty interior in 
Q* 

COROLLARY 3.1. IfX is locally compact and ifZ is a zero-set offiX with Z Q. vX, 
thenmtr(X*nZ)^Ç>. 

PROOF. Let/? G Z - vX. There i s / G C(jîX) with/(p) = 0 and/ > 0 on X. Then 
0 ^ Z(f)nZnX* while Z(f)nZnX = 0. By Lemma 3.0 0 ^ intx*(Z(/) H Z) C 
intx*(^nZ). 

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.1. 

THEOREM 3.2. IfX is locally compact and p-realcompact, then X* is a Pf-space. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be locally compact and nearly realcompact and let Zbe a 
zero-set of(3X. Then Z C vX if and only ifintx*(Z — X) = 0. 

PROOF. One direction is immediate from the definition of nearly realcompactness 
and the other is a consequence of Corollary 3.1. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. IfX is locally compact and nearly realcompact, then X* is a P'-
space if and only ifX is p-realcompact 

We give examples now to show that locally compact nearly realcompact spaces need 
not have P' remainders, that is, need not be /^-realcompact. 

EXAMPLE 3.5. This example of a locally compact, nearly realcompact space that is 
not/?-realcompact is essentially due to Mrowka in [10]. Before describing it we give a 
bit of terminology and background. 

Two infinite sets X and Y are said to be almost disjoint if XC\ Y is finite. A family A of 
infinite sets is almost disjoint if each pair from A is almost disjoint. If A is maximal with 
respect to the property of being almost disjoint we say that A is a mad family. If A is an 
almost disjoint family of infinite subsets of u, then there is a natural topology on the set 
*¥(A) — A U uo: Points of UJ are isolated and if a G A, then {{a} U (a — F) : F is a finite 
subset of A} is a neighborhood base at a. We call any such space a ^-space. Obviously 
^-spaces are locally compact, and it is a fact that ^(A) is pseudocompact if and only if 
A is maximal. See [8,51] for more about ^-spaces. 

In [10,3.11], Mrôwka proves the existence of an ^-space Y = ^(A) such that (3Y = 
7 U {oo} is the one point compactification of Y. It is this space that we modify slightly 
for our example. 

Let E be the set of even integers and let O be the set of odd integers. Let A0 be a 
mad family on fP(£) such that the Stone-Cech compactification of ^(^o) is the one point 
compactification of ^(^o)- Let^i be a copy ofAo on the odd integers and fix a countable 
B C A0. Fix a bijection/: (A0 - B) —* A\ and letXbe the quotient space on ^(Ao —B)U 
*¥(A\) obtained by identifying each a £ A0 — B with f(a). Let /0 and i\ be the inclusion 
maps from ^(Ao — B) and ¥(^1) to X. We claim that X is nearly realcompact but not 
/?-realcompact. 

To see that X is nearly realcompact, fix any p G /3X and fix any zero-set Z Ç I i n 
p. Let Z\ = A\ Pi i\~(Z). Now, Z\ is a zero-set in ^{Ax) and therefore is either finite (in 
which case Z is finite and/? G X), or co-countable. So suppose that it is co-countable, and 
fix an open set U containing Z. We claim that there is a b G B such that UD b is infinite. 
To see this, let ZQ — AQ PI /^~(Z). ZQ is a co-countable subset of AQ disjoint from B. Since 
Ao is a mad family, AQ — Z0 is a mad family on the set (U B) — U. But no countable almost 
disjoint family can be maximal. Therefore there is a b G B such that UH b is infinite. 
Since it is also clopen and discrete inX, we have that Ex(U) — vX^-%. 

To see that X is not /^-realcompact, we first define a continuous function witnessing 
that A = i^(A\) is a zero-set in X. Let B = {bk : k < UJ} be an enumeration of B. Let 
g(a) = 0 for a G A, g(n) = \/n for n G O andg(n) = \/kîorn G Bk. Note that the 
co-countable filter on A is a z-ultrafilter that converges to some/? G vX. The fact that A0 

and^i are mad families implies that Z(gP) = A U {/?} and therefore A U {/?} is a zero set 
in /^witnessing thatXis not/?-realcompact. 

Therefore this is an example of a locally compact and nearly realcompact space for 
which (3X — X is not P'. While this example is completely regular, it is not normal. 
Assuming CH, we can construct a normal example. 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. (CH) implies that there is a separable, normal, locally compact, nearly 
realcompact space that is notp-realcompact. 

PROOF. Fix A = {aa : a < UJ\ }, a copy of UJ\ disjoint from u, and let X = A U UJ. 
Fix a partition of UJ = \Jn<u} Bn such that each Bn is infinite. We define a topology r o n J 
such that 

(1) (X,T) is locally compact, locally countable, first countable and O-dimensional. 
(2) UJ consists of isolated points. 
(3) AU\Jk>nBk is open for each n, and hence iff: X—* [0,1] is defined by/^jO} = A 

and/^{ l/n} = Bn for each n, then/ is continuous. 
(4) A is homeomorphic to UJ\ with the order topology. 
(5) For each infinite b Ç UJ, if b n Bn ^ 0 for infinitely many n € UJ, then è has an 

accumulation point in A. 
(6) For each open [/containing a co-countable subset^' Ç A, there is an open set V 

such that A' CVCUmdU-Vis infinite. 
The local compactness and (4) imply that any such space is normal. Also it is nearly re

alcompact but not/?-realcompact: The fact that the co-countable filter on^4 is a z-ultrafilter 
follows from (3) and (4). If/? e uXis its limit, then (5) implies that ,4 U {/?} is a zero-set 
witnessing that the space is not ̂ -realcompact. Normality along with (6) imply nearly 
realcompactness. The proofs are analogous to the same results for the first example. 

Before we present the construction we need some notation. Let Aa = {ap : /? < a}. 
We will call a countable set b Ç UJ a transversal sequence if b is infinite and b n Bn < 1 
for each n <UJ. Using CH we enumerate all transversal sequences as {ba : a < u\}. 
The example is defined recursively by constructing topologies ra onXa = AaUoj satis
fying the following inductive hypotheses: 

(a) j3 < a implies that ra is a conservative extension of r^ {i.e.,Tp coincides with the 
subspace topology on Xp from ra , andZ^ is open in Xa). 

(b) (Xa, Ta) is locally compact, O-dimensional, locally countable and first countable. 
(c) bp has an accumulation point i n^ a for each (3 < a. 
(d) u consists of isolated points inXa. 
(e) Aa U \Jk>n Bk is open in Xa. 
At limit stages a < uj\ let T^ be the topology on Xa — {aa} generated by taking 

\J(3<aTp as a base. Note that r^ is a conservative extension of each r^. To define ra it 
suffices to define a local neighborhood base at aa. Fix an increasing sequence (an)neuj 

with supremum a. For each n, the set (aan, aan+l ] is compact with respect to r'a. Therefore 
we can fix a compact open neighborhood Vn D (aan,aan+l], so that Vn Pi UJ Ç (Jk>nBk. 
We also demand that the Kw's are pairwise disjoint. Let Un = {aa} U |J*>W Vk f° r e a c h 
«Gw. If we let ra be generated by r'a U { [/„ : n G a;}, then the inductive hypotheses are 
preserved. 

At successor stages a = (3+1 we consider the transversal sequence bp. If it already has 
an accumulation point in Ap then we leave aa isolated. Otherwise we extend rp to ra by 
letting UF = {aa} Ubp\Fbc open for each finite set F Ç bp. This makes bp converge 
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to aa in (Xa9Ta). Clearly the inductive hypotheses are preserved, thus completing the 
construction. 

We need to check that the example satisfies the requirements (l)-(6). The inductive 
hypotheses imply (1), (2), (3), and (5). Hypothesis (4) follows easily from the construc
tion. To see that (6) holds, fix an open set U containing a co-countable subset CofA. 
And suppose that UnBn were finite for each n € u. Let (aan)n£u be an enumeration 
of the complement of C. For each n, fix a compact neighborhood Un of aa„ such that 
Un D u Ç (Jk>nBk. Note also that, by compactness, Un meets each of the Bk in a finite 
set. Let V = UU \JneuJ Un. Then Fis an open set containing^ such that VnBn is finite 
for each n. This contradicts requirement (5). Therefore there is an n such that UC\ Bn is 
infinite. Then V = U — \Jk<n Bk is an open set, C Ç V Ç U and U — V is infinite. This 
completes the construction. 

We do not know whether there is an example in ZFC of a normal locally compact 
nearly realcompact space that is not/7-realcompact. 

We turn now to the question of what local conditions on a zero-set Z(f) of a locally 
compact nearly realcompact space X will guarantee that int̂ * (X* Pi Z(/^)) = 0. We say 
tha t / € C(X) is a well separated function in X if whenever Z{f) C P where P is a 
cozero-set of X, there is n G N with/^(—1/«, l/n) C P. We will use the following 
result. 

PROPOSITION 3.7 [12,4.1]. Let X be a space and letf e C*(X). Then clpxZ(f) = 
Z(/^) if a«rf o«/}> iff is well separated in X. 

PROPOSITION 3.8. For any space X, the following are equivalent. 
(1) X is p-realcompact 
(2) Every relatively pseudocompact zero-set of a well separated function is compact. 

PROOF. (1) => (2). Let Z(f) be a relatively pseudocompact and l e t / be a well sep
arated function mX. By Proposition 2.3 and 3.7, Z(fP) = clpxZ(f) C vX. Since X is 
^-realcompact, Z(f&) HZ* = 0 which implies that Z(f) is compact. 

(2)=»(l).Let(l)be false andlet0 ^ Z(f)HX* C vX. By Proposition 2.2, c l^Z(/ ) = 
Z(/^) and so by Proposition 3.7 and 2.3, Z(f) is relatively pseudocompact and / is well 
separated. Then (2) is false. 

PROPOSITION 3.9. LetXbe locally compact and let Z(f) be a zero-set ofX. Then (1) 
=$• (2) below and if in addition, Xis nearly realcompact, then (1) and (2) are equivalent. 

(1) i n t j p ( ^ n Z ( / ^ ) ) = 0 . 
(2) Z(f) is relatively pseudocompact, andf is well separated in X. 

PROOF. (1) => (2). If Z(f) is not relatively pseudocompact, then by Proposition 2.3 
clpxZ(f) g uTand so by Corollary 3.1 inty* (X* nZ(fPj) ^ 0. Suppose next that/ is not 
well separated. Then by Proposition 3.7, clpxZif) ^ Z(/^) and so by Proposition 2.2, 
Zip) g vX. Then by Corollary 3.1, (1) is false. 

(2) => (1). Assume now that Xis nearly realcompact. Then this implication follows 
from Proposition 3.7, 2.2 and 3.3. 
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COROLLARY 3.10. IfXis locally compact, then (2) => (I). If in addition, Xis nearly 
realcompact, then (1) and (2) are equivalent. 

(1) X*isP'. 
(2) Every relatively pseudocompact zero-set of a well separated function is compact. 

We remark that locally compact spaces with P1 growths need not have any weak re-
alcompactness properties. Any almost compact non-compact space (e.g. UJ\ ) has a P' 
growth but has no weak realcompactness properties. Thus the hypothesis that Xis nearly 
realcompact cannot be dropped in Proposition 3.9 or Corollary 3.10. 
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